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Chapter 66 
Tie Jun and Li Haotian haven't hatched beasts yet, and they are the weakest among the six. No matter 
their speed or strength, they can't compare to them. It's hard to deal with the beards. 
 
Seeing this, Zhang Haofei also fell behind. After breaking with Gu Manyao, Tie Jun and Li Haotian rushed 
in the middle of the team. Wang Xuan, who was at the front, was very fast, and led everyone towards 
the front at extreme speed. 
 
More and more beards appeared in front, and in the end, they were densely packed, almost completely 
blocking the front. 
 
Wang Xuan took a deep breath. The strength and speed of these beards were increasing. Not to 
mention that Tie Jun and Li Haotian couldn't resist, Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei couldn't even hold on 
after the break. They had to take away a large piece of flesh, and the pain caused their faces to twist. 
 
"Is there any way out, I'm about to die of pain—" Zhang Haofei grinned in pain, only to hear a slap, and 
he was hit on the left side of the face, and the beard retracted with half of his face. The pain was so 
painful that he burst into tears and couldn't help screaming. 
 
"Beast!" He roared, with a bone claw in his right hand, grabbed the whisker, and pulled it back with 
force, and the white pulp spilled out, tearing the whisker off. 
 
"It's right in front!" Zhao Lei shouted, Wang Xuan turned half a turn along the meat wall channel, and 
suddenly saw that the meat wall channel expanded several times at once, and countless meat whiskers 
of varying thickness gathered together. Among them, there was a huge lump of meat. 
 
This piece of meat is in the shape of a heart, and there is a faint blue light on the surface. It looks like a 
human heart that has been magnified dozens or hundreds of times. , which connects the meat block and 
the surrounding meat walls. 
 
When Wang Xuan noticed that this giant piece of meat was contracting and beating, his heart shook 
violently. He suddenly understood that this giant piece of meat that was contracting and beating was 
the heart of this terrifying foreign object. 
 
"This is its heart and its only key point. Only by destroying its heart can it really be killed!" The cross-
shaped holy mark on the back of Zhao Lei's right hand continued to emit a faint white light, and he had 
insight into the foreign object's origin. only weakness. 
 
Wang Xuan speeded up again and rushed forward. The heart of this foreign body was more than ten 
meters away in front of him. 
 
With a bang, there were at least a dozen whiskers madly drawn towards him, trying to prevent him from 
approaching this giant heart. 
 



Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei also saw the giant heart and knew that this was the monster's only 
weakness, so Gu Manyao immediately turned around and rushed forward. 
 
For cutting and destroying this huge heart, her demon chi knife would be more suitable than Wang 
Xuan's demon beast. 
 
The metal tentacles in Wang Xuan's right hand were swung out together, like a steel whip that was three 
meters long. The whiskers burst open, and in the blink of an eye he rushed within five meters of this 
huge heart. 
 
Gu Manyao also followed closely. With Wang Xuanchong in front, she was not attacked much and 
seemed much more relaxed. 
 
Zhang Haofei didn't give up the opportunity. He knew in his heart that this foreign body was so powerful 
and terrifying. If he could destroy its heart, the energy of white scales he would get would be 
unimaginable. It is even possible to go beyond the initial state. 
 
This is a great opportunity. Whether he can surpass Wang Xuan depends on whether he can grasp this 
attack. 
 
The countless whiskers attacking behind the flesh wall suddenly shrank and disappeared, but more and 
more whiskers appeared in front of the huge heart. 
 
This foreign object may have sensed danger. It gave up continuing to attack Tie Jun and Li Haotian and 
others behind, but concentrated on protecting its heart. 
 
Countless beards gathered together, not only the speed but also the strength were multiplied, and 
Wang Xuan, who was at the forefront, also felt the pressure. 
 
With a squeak, Zhang Haofei grabbed it out, and the skeleton claws failed for the first time. The speed of 
contraction of the meat whiskers was beyond imagination. He avoided his skeleton claws and stabbed it 
out again. 
 
Zhang Hao let out a groan, his shoulder was in severe pain, and he was pierced by a beard. 
 
The moustache hole pierced his shoulder, immediately dragged his body, and smashed it to the other 
side. 
 
When the five whiskers fell on him, Zhang Haofei screamed in agony, and five blood troughs were added 
to his body immediately. The pain caused his eyes to turn white and he almost fainted. 
 
Gu Manyao was not much better than him. He had just used the Yaochi knife to cut off the two drawn 
whiskers, and was about to rush forward, but suddenly his left leg tightened and was entangled by a 
whisker, dragging her back. . 
 
She was unsteady and was dragged out. 
 



Although she swung the knife desperately and cut off the three whiskers that she had drawn, she still 
suffered two blows on her body, and immediately left two **** troughs on her body, which made her 
face distorted and she died in pain. 
 
And Wang Xuan, who was at the forefront, suffered the most pressure. 
 
He didn't know how many whiskers he had blasted, approaching the giant heart in front of him. 
 
There were too many whiskers, and they were drawn from almost all directions. No matter how strong 
he was, he couldn't block all the whiskers in an instant. 
 
He could only hear the crisp sound of "snack, blah, blah, blah, blah, blah", and the leather armor on his 
back and in front of him was immediately hit by a beard~www.mtlnovel.com~ The defense of this kind 
of leather armor is quite good, offsetting it. With most of the strength of the beard, every time the 
beard is drawn, it can only leave a slender crack on it, leaving a shallow mark on Wang Xuan's skin. 
Although there is pain, it is not like Gu Manyao and Zhang Haofei. A large piece of flesh was torn away in 
a single moment, and the pain was excruciatingly painful. 
 
The leather armor is damaged, and the nano crystals inside begin to play a role. The energy stored in it is 
actively released, contacts the air, and produces a certain special reaction, which can form new cortical 
materials and repair the damaged leather armor. 
 
The energy of the nano crystals fused in this leather armor has a certain limit. When the energy inside is 
completely exhausted, it will be completely scrapped. 
 
The front chest and back are protected by leather armor. Although the beards hit the flesh one after 
another, they only left a series of shallow marks. There was no leather armor protection on the legs. 
After two consecutive hits, a large piece of skin and flesh was immediately swept away, and Wang Xuan 
was in pain. Almost screamed. 
 
"Damn—" Wang Xuan screamed in pain, kicked his feet violently, and covered his head and face with his 
arms, ignoring the frenzied beards, holding the metal tentacles, using all his strength, he pulled it 
forward. . 
 
With a crisp sound, the metal tentacles extended to the limit of three meters in length, and I don't know 
how many whiskers were snapped off, and then they were drawn on the giant heart in front of me. 
 
Wang Xuan used the strongest force for this blow, and the metal tentacles made a sonic boom, but 
when they hit the surface of the giant heart, there was only a shallow bloodstain. 
 
The strength of the muscles on the surface of the heart is far beyond imagination. 
 
The giant heart received this blow, and immediately contracted violently, and even the originally stable 
giant flesh-wall channel began to vibrate violently. 
 
The originally dense mass of whiskers suddenly contracted back into the heart and disappeared, 
followed by an extremely thick whisker sticking out from the surface of the heart. 
 



Chapter 67 
This beard was like a giant python, as thick as a bucket, and it was more than ten meters long. 
 
Whether it is speed or strength, this beard is far beyond imagination. It is as strong as Wang Xuan, who 
is also stunned, feeling suffocated, and rushing to avoid it. 
 
With a "snack", the whisker stuck close to him and failed. He wanted to sweep towards him sideways. 
The metal tentacle on Wang Xuan's right hand stretched out and immediately wrapped the whisker 
around it. 
 
Because the beards around her shrank back, Gu Manyao, who fell to the ground, quickly got up. She 
didn't know how many blood grooves there were all over her body. , Knowing that the opportunity is 
coming, immediately jumped forward. 
 
Holding the Yaochi Saber with both hands, he used all his strength to slash at the giant heart facing him. 
 
Even Wang Xuan's metal tentacles could only draw a shallow mark on the surface of the heart. Gu 
Manyao knew that the surface of this giant heart was too tough, and among the crowd, only her demon 
chi sword was most likely to damage the heart. 
 
Seemingly feeling the crisis, this giant beard immediately twisted violently, trying to stop Gu Manyao. 
 
Wang Xuan launched the "twisting and strangling" of the beast, and the metal tentacles kept shrinking, 
entangling the giant whiskers that were twisting violently, and suddenly snapped and twisted the 
whiskers. 
 
Gu Manyao's Yaochi knife slashed into the giant heart at the same moment. 
 
The hard muscles of this giant heart can't resist the razor-sharp demon chi knife. 
 
The Yaochi knife completely slashed in. Gu Manyao used both hands to drag it all the way down, 
opening a huge wound, with blue liquid flowing out. 
 
The blood of this foreign body is different from ordinary creatures, its blood is blue. 
 
The giant heart was hit by this knife, and it seemed to feel great pain, and immediately contracted 
violently. On its surface, there were fleshy whiskers extending from the surrounding flesh walls. Come 
out and push around, the giant heart slammed into it. 
 
Gu Manyao was about to make a second cut, but she never expected that the giant heart would move 
and slam into it. It happened suddenly, and before she could dodge the reaction, she was hit by the 
heart. 
 
The force of this collision was terrifying, Gu Manyao groaned, her body was like a kite with a broken 
string, and she tumbled and flew out, with the sound of bones breaking and brittle in her body. 
 



Zhang Haofei, who was behind, was just about to rush up to pick up the leak, but he didn't expect that 
the giant heart could move and slam into it like a mountain of flesh. Gu Manyao was knocked away in an 
instant. He was shocked and hurriedly turned to dodge back. 
 
Wang Xuan twisted the giant beard out of it, and was about to cooperate with Gu Manyao to destroy 
the giant heart as much as possible. The heart suddenly moved and hit him head-on. The space for 
dodging and moving on both sides was too narrow, and he, like Gu Manyao, couldn't dodge in time. 
 
However, his reaction was faster than Gu Manyao, he immediately used his arms to protect his head 
and face, and the metal tentacles immediately wrapped around his right arm, activating the most 
powerful "arm of beast". 
 
With the help of the "arm of demon beast", he not only did not dodge, but took the initiative to dash 
against the giant heart. 
 
A low roar resounded in his throat, and the "arm of beast" struck the huge wound just opened by Gu 
Manyao's demon chi knife. 
 
There was a loud "bang", and the flesh and blood flew all around, and he punched into the wound with 
his arms and body. His eyes darkened, turning into a dark blue. 
 
Zhao Lei and Zhang Haofei, who were retreating, were stunned. No one would have imagined that Wang 
Xuan's attack would be so violent that his entire body rushed into the giant heart and disappeared. 
 
Wang Xuan fell into the inside of his heart. He didn't smell the fishy smell of blood. Instead, he faintly 
felt a kind of sweetness. This strange blue blood actually had a faint sweetness. 
 
The power of the "arm of beast" exploded completely inside, and a large amount of flesh and blood was 
smashed into meat sauce, spurting out along the huge wound cut open by Gu Manyao. 
 
The giant heart was violently contracting and rioting, slamming wildly on the spot, and the power of 
each blow was incredible, like a madman. 
 
Everyone didn't dare to resist at all, and desperately fled around to dodge. 
 
And Wang Xuan, who was trapped in this heart, felt that he had little energy left after the "arm of beast" 
hit. He could feel that the giant heart was still ramming around in a frenzy, like a hundred-footed worm, 
dying without dying. stiff. 
 
Wang Xuan was afraid that the monster would not die, so he tried his best to smash the "arm of beast" 
again and smashed it deeper into the heart. 
 
Inside this giant heart, a faint blue light glows faintly. The farther it goes to the center, the brighter the 
light. It seems that in the center of the heart, there is a blue light source that is emitting light. 
 
Perhaps this monster has blue blood, and it is precisely because of this blue light source. 
 



With the help of this blue light, Wang Xuan smashed his huge arm into the depths of his heart, and he 
heard the loud sound of flesh and blood exploding in his ears. Beat the heart of this giant heart to a jelly. 
 
At this moment, a blue light lit up. 
 
Wang Xuan finally saw clearly that in the most central area of the giant heart, a scale was wrapped in 
the blue flesh. 
 
This is a scale made of blue crystal. It is teardrop-shaped, crystal clear, and emits blue light from the 
inside out~www.mtlnovel.com~ When you are in this blue light, you are in a trance. It was as if he was in 
the depths of the sky and the ocean, and Wang Xuan felt a strange feeling in his heart. The beast in his 
right hand suddenly became restless. This restlessness seemed to be uneasy and excited. 
 
Wang Xuan didn't know what this blue crystal scale was, but he instinctively felt that it should be a rare 
treasure. Without thinking, he stretched out his right hand and grabbed it in his hand. 
 
Almost at the same moment, there was a slight pain in the palm of his right hand, and this blue crystal 
scale took the initiative to cut his flesh and enter into his right hand. 
 
As soon as the blue crystal scale entered his right hand, it was immediately swallowed by the demon 
beast. The white light expanded and sucked it in, but then the blue crystal scale broke free and broke 
free from the white light. 
 
Although Wang Xuan could not see the situation in his right hand, in his sea of consciousness, he sensed 
a strange scene. This blue crystal scale actually fought with the white light representing the monster. 
 
The white light kept swallowing it, but the blue crystal scales were not absorbed by it like the white 
scales before, but they broke free in an instant and were swallowed by it again and again. 
 
After repeating this, no matter how hard the white light tried, it was still unable to swallow and digest 
the blue crystal scales. On the contrary, the fluctuation of the white light changed from violent to quiet. 
Obviously, it did not take advantage of this competition. 
 
The beast finally gave up absorbing the blue scales and went silent. 
 
The blue crystal scales revolved slowly around the white light, as if they had a plan. 
 
Just when the beast gave up devouring and went silent, the blue crystal scales suddenly took the 
initiative to invade the white light, and in turn devoured the beast. 
 
At the same moment, Wang Xuan sensed a faint consciousness from the blue crystal scales. 
 
Chapter 68 
This consciousness seemed to be absent. When Wang Xuan sensed it, it collided with the consciousness 
of the beast in the white light. 
 
Seemingly aware of the danger of the situation, the consciousness of the beast that had been silent 
immediately burst into flames, and violent fluctuations came from the white light. 



 
These two kinds of consciousness are entangled together. The blue crystal scales and the white light are 
colliding with each other, and the two kinds of light are intertwined. From the outside, Wang Xuan is all 
normal, no one can imagine that at this moment in his right hand, Experiencing a terrifying fight. 
 
He was dying of exhaustion. He had just attacked twice with the "arm of monster" and almost exhausted 
his strength. Now the fight between the monster and the blue crystal scales in his right hand has 
aggravated the energy loss in his body. Now he is really tired. He couldn't even lift a finger, and as soon 
as his legs were weak, he fell straight down. 
 
As the blue crystal scale entered his right hand, the giant heart seemed to have lost its energy source 
and immediately lost its vitality. Even the blue flesh and blood inside was melting, like the ice and snow 
that had been exposed to the scorching sun. A large amount of blue liquid flows out. 
 
The people outside had no idea what was going on inside, only after hearing a terrible and dull sound, 
the giant heart suddenly stopped moving, and then it shrank down like a deflated ball. Flowing blue 
liquid. 
 
Not only the flesh and blood in the giant heart is melting, but even the flesh wall passage where 
everyone is standing is melting and disappearing. 
 
Soon all the flesh and blood in the giant heart melted into a blue liquid that flowed out, leaving only a 
piece of skin covering Wang Xuan's body. 
 
Wang Xuan fell to the ground, so tired that he could barely move. He was covered by this layer of skin 
and was unable to lift it. 
 
Everyone witnessed the changes around them, and it was unclear why they were shocked. They 
watched the surrounding flesh wall turn into a large amount of liquid, which continued to seep down. 
When the layer of flesh wall on the surface melted and disappeared, and a white wall appeared inside, 
Zhao Lei was busy. Looking back, they saw that the meat wall passages they had just seen were all gone. 
They only saw a huge gap in the wall. Outside the gap was an empty street. On both sides of the street 
were the facades of one family next to another, and a lot of food signs could be seen. 
 
They returned to the food city again, and everything they had just experienced was like a dream. 
 
Zhao Lei came back to his senses, got up from the ground in a hurry, came to the layer of skin left after 
the giant heart melted, and tore it apart along the crack cut by Gu Manyao, and immediately saw Wang 
Xuan lying on the ground. Inside, beside him, there were two remaining lumps of flesh, round, like two 
huge meat cocoons. 
 
The monster's heart melted into blue liquid and disappeared, leaving only these two meat cocoons. 
 
"Wang Xuan, are you okay?" Zhao Lei was busy approaching. 
 
Wang Xuan, who was lying on the ground, did not move. His current consciousness was all concentrated 
in the white light of his right hand, and he fell into a legendary meditation. At this moment, he could not 
perceive everything in the outside world. 



 
An incredible transformation is taking place in his right hand. 
 
In the white light, the blue crystal scales and the consciousness of the beast are fighting fiercely. He 
suddenly felt a splitting headache, and in his induction, the white light suddenly became like a black 
hole, and it actually swallowed his consciousness. 
 
He couldn't describe the horror of this moment, the terrifying feeling that his consciousness was about 
to be stripped out of his mind, like being sucked out by a cramp, he wanted to scream and scream, but 
found that he couldn't do anything, he seemed to have lost The control of the body, unable to move 
even a little finger, although the eyes are open, everything is blind, and nothing can be seen. 
 
Can't hear any sound from the outside world. 
 
His facial features were completely cut off, and his consciousness seemed to be completely out of the 
body, pulled out of his mind, and instantly fell into the white light. 
 
Originally, the blue crystal scales and the consciousness of the beast were fighting, and now Wang 
Xuan's own consciousness was added. The consciousness of the beast stopped immediately, and then 
rushed towards Wang Xuan's consciousness together, trying to devour his consciousness. 
 
Wang Xuan suddenly understood that the beast wanted to devour the master, and the blue crystal 
scales entered his body at first, I was afraid that it was malicious. 
 
He almost doubted whether the fighting between the two consciousnesses of the monster and the blue 
crystal scales would be a trap. He wanted to lure himself to concentrate and take the opportunity to 
drag his consciousness into the white light. 
 
However, he quickly rejected the idea. Only after contacting him did he realize that the consciousness of 
the beast and the blue crystal scales was almost at the brink of being shattered. The battle between 
these two consciousnesses just now was very fierce. own consciousness. 
 
Almost with a thought, Wang Xuan's consciousness was like a giant whale absorbing water, and the 
consciousness of the monster and the blue scales was instantly absorbed. 
 
Devouring these two kinds of consciousness, he regained control of his body, his dull eyes regained his 
vigour, and suddenly he felt that the whole world became vivid, as if his previous world was only black 
and white, and now his The world is truly colorful and colorful. 
 
Wang Xuan couldn't describe this wonderful feeling. His five senses, even his sense of thinking, seemed 
to have climbed to a new level, and he had a deeper understanding of the monster in his right hand. 
 
This feeling has never been seen before. 
 
If the previous monsters were only equivalent to a weapon that could grow and possess life, then the 
current monsters have truly become a part of his body, like his flesh and bones, like his arms, palms and 
fingers. 
 



No matter how strong the weapon is, even if it is a weapon with life, it can grow with its owner, but 
foreign objects are foreign objects after all. 
 
And now the Warcraft and Wang Xuan are no longer separated from each other, and they are no longer 
his weapons. The Warcraft is a part of him. The growth of the Warcraft means that he grows stronger, 
and he is far more than just a Warcraft. 
 
The blue crystal scale was wrapped in the center of the white light, and it also became a part of his 
body, and the demon beast was like his right-hand man. 
 
He could clearly feel the terrifying energy contained in the blue crystal scales. 
 
Compared with this terrifying energy, the monster and his body that have only evolved to the second-
order initial state are too fragile, and he does not even dare to try or activate this energy easily, for fear 
that he has not hurt the enemy, he will bear it first. not live. 
 
This is like a person holding a nuclear bomb in his arms. Although the nuclear bomb is powerful, it can 
even destroy a city, but this person does not dare to detonate it casually, because the consequences of 
detonation are most likely to be before the city is destroyed. destroyed. 
 
However, he is confident that he can slowly digest the terrifying energy in the blue crystal scales, fuse it 
all together, and use it for his own use. 
 
How powerful would he become if he controlled all the energy in this blue crystal scale? 
 
A thought suddenly popped up in my heart. Was my awareness forced to be dragged into the white 
light, or did I actively invade it because I was too concentrated? 
 
"Wang Xuan?" Zhao Lei saw Wang Xuan's strange expression, and he didn't know what he was thinking. 
 
Hearing Zhao Lei's voice, Wang Xuan came back to his senses, shook his head slightly and said, "It's okay, 
I just feel a little tired, I'll be fine after a short rest." 
 
Hearing what Wang Xuan said, Zhao Lei breathed a sigh of relief. 
 
On the other side, Gu Manyao was sitting up slowly. She was seriously injured and had several broken 
bones. Although Yaochi was speeding up her recovery, she was still pale and could not see any blood. 
 
In this battle, everyone was not lightly injured, and there were more or less blood troughs on their 
bodies. Seeing that the flesh walls and monsters around them had disappeared, turning into walls and 
solid ground, they were relieved and understood in their hearts, They have survived this danger. 
 
Wang Xuan lowered his head and noticed the two huge meat cocoons beside him. 
 
"Zhao Lei, can you see what this is from your Sacred Mark?" Seeing Zhao Lei sitting beside him, Wang 
Xuan pointed at the two meat cocoons, thinking that there would be no one sleeping in each of the two 
meat cocoons. monster. 
 



Zhao Lei shook his head and said: "I can only feel that there is something in it, and it is definitely not a 
living thing, but an inanimate dead thing, but it is not clear what it is." 
 
Tie Jun and Li Haotian on the other side also gathered, and everyone discovered these two meat 
cocoons, showing curiosity. 
 
"Cut it open and you'll know." Wang Xuan took the curved blade on Tie Jun's right hand, ready to cut 
open the two meat cocoons to see what was inside. 
 
In case of an accident, he retreated two meters away, wrapped the curved blade with a metal tentacle, 
and then slowly cut the blade along one of the slightly larger meat cocoons. 
 
"It's not a living thing, but a dead thing, what could it be?" Wang Xuan was also a little curious, the meat 
cocoon was cut open, and what was revealed inside was a black and rusted iron box. 
 
"It turned out to be an iron box. This monster seems to have swallowed it at some point, but it couldn't 
be digested. As time went by, it formed a meat cocoon." Zhao Lei looked surprised. 
 
"It's really strange." Wang Xuan was afraid that the iron box was unsafe, so he kept everyone away. He 
stood two meters away and carefully opened the iron box with metal tentacles. 
 
This iron box has been completely corroded, and his metal tentacles just touched it lightly, and 
immediately began to shatter from the surface, and pieces fell down. 
 
The iron box was completely shattered, and a leather helmet appeared inside. It was similar to the 
inferior helmet that Wang Xuan had seen in the vending machine before. The only difference was that 
there were a pair of slightly curved small horns on both sides of the helmet. 
 
Then cut another slightly smaller meat cocoon, and a small and delicate golden box appeared inside. 
Open the box and place a rolled up parchment inside. 
 
Seeing that there was no danger, Wang Xuan came over, and others gathered around, showing a curious 
look. No one expected that these two meat cocoons would contain an iron box and a gold box. 
 
Wang Xuan picked up the horn helmet first, only to find that there were still a bunch of crystal scales 
below. 
 
Zhang Haofei's eyes lit up immediately and said, "I've made a fortune, so many crystal scales." This small 
pile of crystal scales seemed to have twenty or thirty pieces at least. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "This iron box and gold box seem to be man-made, but I don't know how this monster 
swallowed it into the body, it's really strange." 
 
Gu Manyao walked over slowly and said, "I think this is a bit like a setting in the game, such as hitting a 
certain boss and then exploding the treasure chest, and opening the treasure chest can get some 
treasures." 
 



Zhao Lei pondered: "You have a point in saying that, this supernatural power can even derange time and 
space, it is too simple to create such an iron box and a gold box in this monster, so it seems that the 
things inside Even if it's our reward for killing this monster." 
 
Wang Xuan picked up the curled parchment in the golden box, unfolded it, and saw the words "East 
District" written on the top, and below it was a simple map. This map was drawn rather strangely. A 
large number of rectangles are drawn with a red line, which starts from below the "East Zone" above, 
interspersed with these rectangles, and finally is a box pattern. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at the parchment, frowned slightly, Zhao Lei stretched his head curiously and said, 
"Could this be a treasure map?" 
 
Wang Xuan said: "It's a bit like, this red line should be the route, and the pattern at the end of the red 
line is like a box, which should represent a treasure box, but I can't understand the map of where this 
is." 
 
Zhao Lei also shook his head and said, "It's really weird, this map is like graffiti, who can understand it." 
As he spoke, he began to count the pile of crystal scales on the ground. 
 
Wang Xuan put down the parchment and picked up the horn helmet. 
 
Everyone else watched silently. The monster was killed by Wang Xuan, and these treasures should 
belong to him. In addition, everyone is basically headed by him now, and no one wants to fight with him. 
 
With the previous experience, Wang Xuan smeared his own blood on the horn helmet, and the horn 
helmet absorbed his blood, and the white light in his right hand felt the horn helmet. 
 
This change is different from the inferior leather armor he wore before. He merged with the monster, 
and now he can directly sense the information of the horn helmet, and a message appeared in his mind. 
 
"Name: rhino horn helmet, quality: excellent, the main material is yellow rhino skin, and the auxiliary 
material is yellow rhino horn. Nano crystals are added to the yellow rhino skin, which has a good 
defensive effect and can resist ordinary swords and stabs. Nano crystals have automatic repair function , 
the damaged area does not exceed one-third of the helmet and can be automatically repaired. The 
yellow rhino horn has the effect of enhancing hearing. Wearing the rhino horn helmet, after stimulating 
the yellow rhino horn, it will improve hearing by 10%." 
 
A strange color appeared on Wang Xuan's face. Compared with the inferior leather armor that could 
only be used for defense, this rhino horn helmet not only has defense capabilities, but also improves the 
wearer's hearing ability by 10%. 
 
"Is the yellow rhinoceros horn? It still has such an effect." Wang Xuan whispered to himself and put it on 
his head. Immediately, the rhinoceros horn began to shrink and change automatically according to the 
shape of his head, which fit perfectly. 
 
His ears were attached to the helmets on both sides, and he immediately felt a faint warmth. Through 
the yellow rhino horns on both sides, whether it was an illusion or a psychological effect, he felt that the 
sounds around him really seemed to become clearer. 



 
Chapter 69 
"A ten percent increase, I am afraid that even if it is true, it will not have a special feeling, and it is highly 
likely that it will work in the heart." 
 
Wang Xuan looked up, but saw that everyone looked at him with some envy. 
 
They are all wearing tattered clothes now, even worse than beggars, but they have helmets and upper 
body leather armor, which inevitably makes them feel a little uncomfortable. 
 
Zhao Lei quickly counted the crystal scales and said, "Twenty-four in total, here it is." 
 
Said and handed these crystal scales to Wang Xuan. 
 
Wang Xuan took it. These crystal scales are very precious, so it is safer to keep them by yourself. He said, 
"With so many crystal scales, we can buy more leather armor and knee pads. Everyone can share several 
pieces." 
 
Standing up while speaking, everyone's eyes lit up when they heard this. 
 
Zhang Haofei immediately said, "Then let's hurry up and find that vending machine again. The pants on 
my body are so torn that my **** is exposed." 
 
After he said this, he glanced at Gu Manyao. He originally thought that she was a girl and would be shy 
when he heard it, but Gu Manyao was expressionless and did not respond to his words. 
 
After a series of life-and-death battles, almost dying several times, everyone's nerves were a little numb, 
and she was shy and what she saw no longer existed, and nothing was more important than living. 
 
Wang Xuan put the crystal scales and parchment paper into the leather armor, and saw that except for 
the weapons, everyone's backpacks and food were lost, and said: "It seems that we need to find food 
again." 
 
His physical strength slowly recovered, and a strong hunger and thirst rose in his abdomen, and now he 
just wanted to get out of here and find food and water. 
 
Hearing what Wang Xuan said, Zhao Lei knew what he meant, and immediately said: "If everyone rests 
almost, let's go, and leave this **** place early." 
 
Recalling the previous experience, he almost died, and he still had lingering fears for the rest of his life 
after the catastrophe. 
 
Especially when he thought of the resentful look Xu Mengyun looked at her when she was dying, it was 
like a sharp needle stabbing in his heart, as long as she thought about it, she felt uncomfortable. 
 
"She resented that I didn't save her, but she didn't understand that I couldn't protect herself at the time, 
so how could she save her? If she could strengthen herself a little bit and try to kill monsters to become 
stronger, maybe she wouldn't die..." 



 
Zhao Lei thought silently, fortunately no one mentioned Xu Mengyun, which made him feel a little 
better. 
 
Everyone stood up one after another. Gu Manyao was seriously injured. After this period of recovery, 
although not completely healed, it was better for the most part. 
 
Zhang Haofei said, "Do you think we should go to the food court or go inside?" 
 
The wall at the end of the food city cracked a huge crack. Now everyone is in this crack. After walking 
out of the crack, they can return to the food city. There is another passage in the depth of the crack, but 
everyone does not know where to go. 
 
Gu Manyao said: "Go back to the food court to find food and water." 
 
Wang Xuan looked towards the depths of the crack, his brows slightly wrinkled. 
 
The depths of the crack were a little dark, and everyone couldn't see what was at the end. Zhao Lei 
noticed Wang Xuan's demeanor and immediately said, "Wang Xuan, is there something in here?" He 
knew that Wang Xuan's eyesight was better than his own, maybe he Can see the dark depths. 
 
Wang Xuan said slowly: "There seems to be... a staircase." 
 
"Staircase?" Li Haotian reacted immediately after everyone was stunned, and hurriedly said: "Wang 
Xuan, do you mean the stairs upstairs?" 
 
Wang Xuan said: "It's too far away, I can't see clearly, but it looks like..." 
 
Li Haotian looked excited and said, "If it's really going up the stairs, it's the one leading to the first floor." 
 
Zhao Lei was equally excited and said, "Whether it is or not, we will find out when we go and see." 
 
Wang Xuan snorted, and suddenly saw that the end of the distance vaguely resembled a staircase. He 
was also very excited. He had been trapped in this parking lot for several days. Exhausted, all want to 
escape this damned place as soon as possible. 
 
Now I suddenly see the stairs going up, how can I not be excited. 
 
"Let's go, let's go and have a look. I hope we won't be disappointed this time." Zhang Haofei shouted 
and looked at the depths of the crack with anticipation. Unfortunately, his eyesight was not as good as 
Wang Xuan's, and he could only see the darkness there. Can't see anything. 
 
Tie Jun said slowly: "I think everyone should not expect too much. It's better to maintain a normal 
attitude, so that at least you won't be too desperate." 
 
The nine people who entered Longmao Square with him are now the only one left to die. He always has 
a feeling in his heart that if they can't get out, all of them may die here. 
 



Even if you do see the stairs going up, I'm afraid it's not an exit, but a dead end. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "Brother Tie, don't be too negative, I think we are trapped here, and we can become 
stronger by killing monsters. There are rules to all of this, there must be a reason, and there must be a 
rule. If you are alive, if you simply want us to die here, then make those monsters stronger at the 
beginning, and we will all be destroyed, and we will not be able to come here alive." 
 
Gu Manyao said: "Yes, what you said makes sense. I have always believed that there is a way to survive. 
It depends on whether we can find this way." 
 
Wang Xuan's eyes glowed, staring at the depths of the crack, and said slowly, "I hope this staircase... is a 
way to survive." 
 
After he finished speaking, he walked forward first, and Zhao Lei, Gu Manyao, and Zhang Haofei 
followed. 
 
Although he expressed optimism when he just spoke, in fact Wang Xuan is more alert than ever, and 
even metal tentacles are faintly emerging on the back of his hands, ready to deal with sudden changes 
at any time. 
 
Gu Manyao directly showed that the Yaochi knife was in his hand. 
 
Everyone did not walk fast, and they carefully observed the surrounding situation at every step. 
 
As he went deeper, Wang Xuan quickly saw clearly that the end of the crack in the wall was indeed a 
staircase. 
 
Gu Manyao, Zhang Haofei, and Zhao Lei also saw the stairs, and everyone couldn't hide their 
excitement. 
 
Regardless of whether this staircase leads to the first floor, or whether it is a way out, at least there is 
hope. 
 
Finally, everyone came to the end of the crack in the wall and looked at the stairs that appeared in front 
of them. 
 
This stair goes up, it looks no different from the ordinary shopping mall stair, it looks wide and clean. 
 
Everyone was silently looking at the stairs in front of them, but they didn't go up rashly. 
 
If you go up one level and fail to get out, it is not a simple disappointment, but a real despair. 
 
When I was in the underground parking lot before, there was still hope, that is, if I went up from the 
parking lot to the ground floor, I would definitely be able to get out. 
 
It is with this belief and hope that everyone can support the present, and now, the stairs leading to the 
ground floor are in sight. 
 



It was finally time to reveal the results, but everyone hesitated. 
 
Zhang Haofei looked at the crowd and said, "Why are you hesitating, come on?" 
 
Gu Manyao sighed suddenly and said, "I'm afraid that after going up...you will encounter more terrifying 
monsters. If that's the case, it's better to stay in this negative layer." 
 
In fact, most of the people thought the same as her. They had experienced a series of previous 
encounters. Although they were excited when they saw the stairs going up, there was a hunch in their 
hearts, I was afraid that it would be difficult for them to leave this terrifying place so easily. 
 
If the upper floor is really a monster, and there is no exit in sight, I can't imagine how desperate it would 
be. 
 
Hearing Gu Manyao say this, Zhao Lei sighed and said, "If there are monsters on the upper floor, based 
on previous experiences, these monsters must be more terrifying than those on the negative floor." 
 
He said this with a wry smile: "Is our current state of mind a bit like being close to the nostalgia, we have 
been thinking about finding the stairs to go out, but when we saw the stairs, we were a little afraid to go 
up. Have you ever thought about it? There is no exit above, we will never be able to get out, what 
should we do?" 
 
Zhao Lei's words made everyone silent, fear rose in his heart, Zhang Haofei became restless, and said 
loudly: "Then are we going to go up or not? Wang Xuan, what do you think." 
 
He knew that the real master of the crowd was Wang Xuan, and Zhao Lei's words were no different from 
farting. 
 
Zhao Lei interfaced: "Of course I have to go up. I'm not reconciled if I don't go up. I can't go up even 
after seeing the stairs? What if it's really an exit? I just sighed." 
 
Zhang Haofei's face was full of anger, and an impulse was born in his heart. He really wanted to punch 
him in the face. He thought that since he was going to fight, he was still talking nonsense to affect his 
mood. If it wasn't for Wang Xuan's presence, he would have done it earlier. I beat Zhao Lei. 
 
Wang Xuan groaned and said, "Zhao Lei, your first saint has special abilities, can he sense what's on the 
stairs?" 
 
Zhao Lei shook his head and said, "How can the first sage have such an ability, and this thing seems to be 
ineffective from time to time, like the sixth sense, which is rather mysterious. I just sensed it quietly, and 
there was no response." 
 
Hearing Zhao Lei say this, Wang Xuan snorted and said, "Then let's go up and take a look. Whether it's 
an exit or there is a greater danger, we must take a look before we can be reconciled. Besides, what if 
it's really an exit?" 
 
After speaking, he did not hesitate, climbed the stairs in front of him, and walked up. 
 



With Wang Xuan taking the lead, the other five immediately followed, and they quickly finished the 
section of stairs in front of them, then turned around and saw the second section of stairs. 
 
Wang Xuan looked up and saw that the second stairway led to a door. 
 
If everything is normal here, this second section of stairs leads to the first-floor shopping mall entering 
Longmao Plaza. 
 
The metal tentacle on Wang Xuan's right hand circled slightly around his right hand. He stepped forward 
and walked to the door at the end of the stairs. 
 
The two doors were tightly closed, and the surroundings looked very dark. He stopped, and instead of 
approaching the door immediately, he took a deep breath. There were countless possibilities and 
conjectures in his heart. The terrifying monster's plan to attack, the metal tentacle on his right hand 
stretched out and hit the door, ready to push it open. 
 
Unexpectedly, at this moment, the two doors quietly retracted to the walls on both sides and opened 
automatically. 
 
A white light lit up. 
 
Wang Xuan was stunned. 
 
Gu Manyao, Zhao Lei, Zhang Haofei, Tie Jun, and Li Haotian stood tightly beside and behind him, bathed 
in the soft light shining from the door, watching everything in the door. 
 
There were no monsters attacking them in the door, nor was it the shopping mall on the first floor of 
Longmao Plaza they imagined, and of course, it was not some endless parking lot and rows of parked 
vehicles. 
 
Inside the door is an empty hall, with a large number of lamps above the hall, emitting white light, 
illuminating the hall as bright as day. 
 
This hall is astonishingly large. As far as the eye can see, the length and width are more than 100 meters, 
which is much larger than a standard football field. 
 
One of the most striking is that there is a transparent glass column standing in the center of the hall, and 
a sightseeing elevator is parked in it. You can see the surrounding scene from this elevator. 
 
Standing outside the door, they could also see that there was a door on the other three snow-white 
walls. Together with the door in front of them, it meant that there were doors on each of the four walls 
of the hall. 
 
In addition, the hall was silent and empty, and no one could be seen, making it extraordinarily quiet. 
 
Instead of rushing in, everyone stood there for a full minute, looking at each other. Finally, Wang Xuan 
was the first to step through the door and walk in. 
 



As he walked in, Zhao Lei, Gu Manyao, and Zhang Haofei walked in one after another. 
 
The six people walked into the hall, and the door at the back closed silently again. 
 
Everyone was attracted by the hall in front of them. 
 
"Who can tell me, where exactly is this place?" Zhang Haofei murmured as he looked at the huge and 
empty hall in front of him. 
 
Wang Xuan was looking around, and when he turned around, he noticed that the two doors behind 
them were closed. Only then did he see the words written on the two doors, "underground" on the left 
door, and "underground" on the right door. The world", together, is the word "underworld". 
 
Seeing Wang Xuan looking at the door behind, the others turned their heads to look. 
 
"Underworld? What the **** is this?" Zhang Haofei called out. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "Probably refers to the underground three-story parking lot, but it's a bit exaggerated to 
call the underground world~www.mtlnovel.com~ Wang Xuan said solemnly: "It's not necessarily an 
exaggeration, maybe this is not just the three we imagined. Floor parking is as simple as that. " 
 
Hearing Wang Xuan say this, Zhao Lei nodded and said, "It seems to make sense. We have encountered 
so many strange things and monsters along the way. It is indeed not a simple three-story underground 
parking lot." 
 
Gu Manyao said, "Look, the other doors also seem to have writing on them." 
 
"No, there are lights here, which means there is electricity. Do you think the elevator in the middle can 
be used?" Li Haotian suddenly spoke. 
 
Wang Xuan snorted and said, "I'll see if I go over there." 
 
As he spoke, he walked towards the observation elevator in the middle. 
 
The others followed closely behind, and their hearts were a little excited. 
 
Although this place is ridiculously large, it looks much better than the eerie underground blackout field 
before. There are lights here, the ground is clean, and there is no trace of blood to be seen. It doesn't 
look like there are monsters infested. 
 
Chapter 70 
The sightseeing elevator in the center was fifty or sixty meters away from everyone. When the six 
people walked there, they found that Li Haotian had guessed that the elevator really had electricity, and 
the screen above the elevator button displayed "1". It means that the elevator is parked on the first 
floor at the moment. 
 



Zhang Haofei stretched out his hand and wanted to press the elevator button, but Wang Xuan blocked it 
and said, "Don't touch it with your hands, just in case." He stretched out his right hand, released a metal 
tentacle, and used the tentacle to press the elevator button. 
 
Zhang Haofei saw Wang Xuan being so cautious and still being so cautious at this time, and he secretly 
admired it, so he took a step back and watched Wang Xuan's metal tentacles hold down the elevator 
button, the button surface immediately lit up with lights, followed by everyone The elevator door in 
front of him opened. 
 
Zhao Lei had an incredible expression on his face: "This elevator actually opened." 
 
Originally, he thought that although there were lights here, the elevator would still be useless, but he 
never expected that the elevator door actually opened. Did they really leave the trapped world and 
return to reality? 
 
The elevator looks normal, just like an ordinary sightseeing elevator. If there is a real difference, it is that 
the elevator in front of you is relatively large, two or three times larger than the ordinary elevator. 
 
"Go in?" Gu Manyao looked at the opened elevator and everyone: "Let's see what's in the other three 
doors?" 
 
Wang Xuanwei pondered: "Let's see which floors this elevator leads to." 
 
For the right hand, I still use the metal tentacles to reach into the elevator to test whether it is safe. 
 
Just as the metal tentacle was about to reach into the elevator, it suddenly seemed to be blocked by a 
layer of invisible doors. Following the contact of the metal tentacle as the center point, a series of light 
sources appeared and spread around, sweeping over Wang Xuan and others. The body of the six people, 
Wang Xuan immediately felt a strange feeling like being peeped by some kind of power. 
 
Immediately after that, there was a faint message in his mind. 
 
In the past, this message would be sensed by the monster and then passed on to him, but now that the 
monster is a part of him, he received the message directly. 
 
"The monsters are not long enough to enter... the monsters are not long enough to enter..." 
 
Wang Xuan sensed the message, retracted the metal tentacle, and then stretched out his left hand 
towards the front. Sure enough, his left hand seemed to be blocked by an invisible wall. The elevator 
door was obviously open, but he couldn't. walk into. 
 
Gu Manyao stretched out the Yaochi knife and stretched forward, and was also blocked at the door. A 
light source appeared in the space that the Yaochi knife touched, and spread along her Yaochi knife. 
 
"It's actually said that my demon chi is not long enough to enter." 
 
Gu Manyao's face showed surprise and said: "Wang Xuan, your Warcraft is already in its initial state, can 
it not work?" 



 
Wang Xuan withdrew his left hand, shook his head and said, "No way. It seems that if you want to enter 
this elevator, you need at least a state above the initial opening." 
 
Zhang Haofei also reached out and tried it, but he couldn't get in, so he couldn't help scolding: "What 
the **** is the elevator, since it can be used but it doesn't let us in, isn't it obvious that he's playing with 
us?" 
 
Zhao Lei pondered: "Although I can't enter now, this is very useful information, at least we know now, 
this elevator can really be used, and it doesn't seem to be dangerous, but it needs certain conditions to 
use it, hatching beasts. It must evolve to above the beginning." 
 
Tie Jun nodded and said, "So we only need to evolve the hatching beast to above the initial stage to be 
able to take this elevator?" 
 
Zhang Haofei said: "Does this mean that we can leave here after reaching the first stage? Grandma, it 
doesn't seem difficult to say that." 
 
Zhao Lei glanced at him and said, "This is the first floor. Taking this elevator also leads to the upper floor, 
not leaving this Longmao Plaza." 
 
Gu Manyao said: "Since this elevator can't be used, let's see where the other doors lead to. If this is 
really the first floor of Longmao Plaza, there should be an exit." 
 
While talking, they looked at the hall in the distance. They were in the center of the hall. There was a 
door on each of the four walls of the hall. Now everyone only knew that the door that came out was 
written "Underground World". They decided to go to the right side. Go to another door. 
 
Here, everyone has no sense of direction at all, and they can't distinguish the south, west, north and 
west. The door they are going to now is located on the right wall of the "underworld". 
 
As they approached, everyone suddenly showed excitement on their faces. 
 
"Look, the door says access, this is the entrance and exit, you can leave from here!" 
 
Zhang Haofei was the first to shout loudly, then suddenly increased his speed and rushed up. 
 
Followed by Li Haotian. 
 
No one could have imagined that the two closed doors of this door each have two small characters, the 
left door has the word "in and out", and the right door has the word "passage" written together. , which 
is the "entry and exit channel". 
 
When they saw these four words, everyone's heart jumped up and down. If these four words represent 
the real situation, then there is no doubt that this door represents the passage to and from Longmao 
Square. These two doors can leave this Longmao Square. 
 



Soon, the six people stood in front of the two doors, looking at the four words written on the door, calm 
as Wang Xuan felt his heart beating like a drum, his face could not hide his excitement. 
 
"Unexpectedly... We actually found an exit..." Tie Jun was trembling slightly all over. 
 
"It was impossible for me to leave alive again, Aru... I thought I would never see you and the child 
again." 
 
Tie Jun murmured, his face full of excitement, and there were faint tears in his eyes. 
 
After the catastrophe, he suddenly saw an exit where he could leave, and the excitement in his heart 
was uncontrollable. 
 
Gu Manyao was also taking deep breaths, her chest heaving up and down, showing her inner 
excitement. 
 
"Everyone, shall we go out now?" Zhao Lei also stood in front of the two doors with a look of 
excitement, stretched out his hands, and made a gesture to open the door. 
 
"You said, when this door is opened, will you see the sun... see a lot of shared bicycles parked in the 
square... and... and those little girls wagging their butts." 
 
Li Haotian became more and more excited as he talked, Zhang Haofei couldn't help laughing, stretched 
out his hand and patted his shoulder heavily, saying, "You boy, the last sentence is very good to me, it 
seems that we are also people of the same age, you I've made a deal with my friend." 
 
Li Haotian smiled and touched his face, but felt a little embarrassed. 
 
Standing beside Zhao Lei, Wang Xuan also stretched out his hand, raised his other hand to gently 
straighten the round neckline of his leather armor, and said, "Zhao Lei, tell me, after this door is opened, 
what is outside? Is it really outside the familiar Longmao Plaza?" 
 
Zhao Lei also put his hand on it, and said nervously: "I don't know, I hope so... Forget it, let's push it 
away and have a look." 
 
"it is good!" 
 
Wang Xuan responded, and the two pushed towards the two doors at the same time. Wang Xuan didn't 
even use the metal tentacles this time. He changed his previous personality. In order to ensure safety, 
he would definitely use metal tentacles. He wouldn't just push the door of this unknown situation with 
his hands, but now he has forgotten it, which shows the excitement in his heart. 
 
As the two of them exerted their strength, a light film appeared on the two doors, as if inspired by them. 
A huge force poured out from the light film, pushing them back and forth. At the same moment, Wang 
Xuan and Zhao Lei's minds The same message appeared. 
 
"Opening the access channel requires the certificate of the king." 
 



Sensing this message, the two were stunned and looked at each other. 
 
"Wang Xuan, have you sensed the message? If you want to open this door, you need the certificate of 
the king." 
 
Wang Xuan's face became a little ugly, and then a sharp light slowly appeared in his eyes, and said: "I 
also sensed it... Sure enough, it's not that easy to leave, but this at least shows that it's true. To enter 
and exit the passage, we only need to get the certificate of the king, and then we can open the passage 
and leave." 
 
Zhang Haofei wondered: "What kind of certificate of a king, what did you say?" 
 
Gu Manyao didn't say a word, and had already stepped forward to push the door hard. Like Wang Xuan, 
she was also pushed away by a layer of light film, and then sensed the message. 
 
After that, Zhang Haofei, Tie Jun, and Li Haotian all tried it, and the original excitement on his face 
suddenly vanished. 
 
Zhang Haofei didn't believe in evil, he showed his skeleton and claws and grabbed in front of him. As a 
result, the light film that appeared bounced back even more, and immediately shook his skeleton and 
claws apart, causing him to scream in pain. 
 
"I didn't expect...it would be like this..." Tie Jun's expression darkened. 
 
Originally, he thought that he would soon see his wife and daughter and return to a normal life, but now 
he realizes that all this is an extravagant hope. 
 
Gu Manyao was still calm and said: "This is not bad news, as Wang Xuan said, it at least means that this 
should be the real exit, we no longer have to be like blind people touching the elephant like before, now 
we can finally clear the goal, That is to get the certificate of the king and get out of here." 
 
"But, who knows what the king's certificate is?" Li Haotian was full of frustration. 
 
Gu Manyao's eyes lit up, and she said with determination: "I believe that since we are prompted here 
that we need the certificate of the king, it must not be false, as long as we work hard, we can find it. Isn't 
there two more doors? Let's go and see what it is. " 
 
"Let's go." Wang Xuan immediately turned around and walked towards the other door. 
 
In this short period of time, everyone went from hope to loss, from excitement and depression, and 
emotional fluctuations were too great. After a few times, everyone gradually calmed down. 
 
This time, everyone chose another door on the opposite side of the door leading to the "underworld". 
 
When I got closer, there were also two closed doors with the words "corridor passage" written on them. 
 
These four words are easy to understand, but their appearance here makes everyone frown. 
 



Zhao Lei said: "Does this mean that the outside is a corridor? Will it not require any conditions to open it 
this time?" 
 
Wang Xuan controlled the metal tentacles, ready to lean on the door and push it open, but the two 
doors opened automatically. 
 
Suddenly seeing the door open, everyone was a little uncomfortable. After a pause, Wang Xuancai 
walked towards it first. 
 
Just like the words written on the door, after the door is opened, there is really a corridor inside. 
 
It's a curved corridor with no end in sight and no one knows where it leads. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at the curved corridor in front of him, released metal tentacles, and frowned slightly. 
 
Zhao Lei said: "Wang Xuan, shall we go in and see? Or should we go back and see what the other door 
is?" 
 
Wang Xuan thought for a while and said, "Go back first and see what the other door is, and then make a 
decision." 
 
"it is good." 
 
Everyone responded and went back one after another. As they exited the corridor, the two doors closed 
again. 
 
This time they walked towards the last door of this huge hall. 
 
This door is located on the left wall of the "underworld" door. When everyone approached, they 
immediately saw the words "rest area". 
 
"Retire area? Do you mean rest and tidy up?" Wang Xuan released the metal tentacles with a hint of 
doubt. When the metal tentacles just touched the two doors in front of them, the two doors opened 
silently. 
 
After the two doors are opened, a hall can be seen inside. 
 
This is a rectangular hall, about 20 meters long and 5 meters wide. On the opposite side is a snow-white 
wall about 20 meters long with four doors on it. Other than that, there is nothing. 
 
These four doors are all written with words, and everyone looked at them from left to right. They wrote 
"weapon", "armor", "item" and "rest" respectively, which seemed to represent the purpose of these 
four doors. 
 
Everyone looked at each other, and Wang Xuan was already walking towards the door on the far left 
with the word "weapon" written on it. 
 



Opening the door, they immediately found that it was a room with two rows of vending machines of the 
kind they had seen before. 
 
"So many vending machines?" Zhang Haofei opened his eyes wide. 
 
Wang Xuan looked at these vending machines carefully and found that all kinds of weapons were placed 
inside. At first glance, there were various weapons such as knives, swords, spears, spears, axes, and 
sticks. 
 
Wang Xuan approached, and saw that the price of the weapons sold in the vending machines on the left 
was all a crystal scale. These weapons seemed to be made of steel, and the workmanship was quite fine. 
If in the real world before, any sword , can be sold at a high price. 
 
"I just happen to be missing a weapon." Zhao Lei looked at these swords, spears and axes with 
excitement on his face. 
 
Although his sage can see into weaknesses~www.mtlnovel.com~, he lacks aggressiveness. If he can get a 
high-quality weapon, his combat power will be greatly improved. 
 
Wang Xuan said: "You, Brother Tie, and Li Haotian can choose one." Just as he was about to take out 
three crystal scales, he suddenly thought of the row of vending machines on the right, and turned to 
look at the other side. 
 
The weapons sold in the vending machine on the right are obviously much higher-end. Although they 
are also weapons such as knives, spears, swords and axes, the blades of these weapons are faintly 
flickering with cold light, even if they are separated from the vending machine. Crushing cold. 
 
If the vending machines on the left sell high-quality weapons, then the vending machines on the right 
sell weapons that can be called magic weapons in the secular world. 
 
Zhao Lei's eyes widened, and he was busy clicking on the screen next to a vending machine, wanting to 
see the introduction and selling price of these weapons. 
 
Wang Xuan also looked over and found that Zhao Lei was clicking on the information of a knife. 
 
"Fish scale knife, the price... rely on it! Twenty crystal scales!" Zhao Lei looked at the price behind and 
couldn't help but let out a foul language. 


